The Quiver Tree
- a Christmas story by Klavs Skovsholm
With the speed of a tortoise, imagine how far I could have travelled! Ha! But we all know that old
tortoise is slow, don't we? I am not a tortoise, I am a quiver tree and we just stand still and grow.
We grow very old and live longer than anyone around us.
I feel very blessed where I stand. Someone dropped some seeds here a long time ago. My seeds
sprouted and so my life began. Despite the hard and rocky ground around here, my roots have a
good grip and I stand tall in the veld. My leaves and branches shine in the lovely sun and the wind
doesn't really bother me. Every day I watch the meerkats standing upright, scouting the veld. Then
they run around to catch insects for their little ones.
Once upon a time, when I was still just a baby tree, something happened that I will never forget. A
Springbok brushed his antlers against my trunk. He brushed so hard that he almost sawed through it.
Since then my leafy head sits at an angle. Luckily the rain made me grow big and strong again.
Above my severed trunk, my leaves were as beautiful as ever and the sun kept me warm.
I grew tall, and later I was the tallest of the quiver trees in the veld. Like all quiver trees, I grow very
slowly. At some point, something strange started to happen. When the schools closed for the long
vacation at the end of the year, men came to cut off and take quiver trees away. The following year
they planted new baby quiver trees in the same spots as the ones they took away. We all know what
strange things people do!
The baby trees are very friendly and happy to be in the veld. They are pleased that there are so
many of us and they believe that we are a whole quiver tree forest. We are in fact so many that we
are almost a dense forest. I enjoy telling them stories from long, long ago when I was young. Ag,
sometimes I wish that there was another old tree like me around. So I could have someone to really
talk to.
The young ones think that my leaves are the lushest on any quiver tree. Sometimes they want to
know about my ugly scar. Then I tell them about the springbok almost sawing through my trunk.
People come out in the veld, too. They point at me. I can see how lovely they think my leaves are.
This makes me happy and proud. But then they shake their heads and pick some other trees to take
away.
I do wonder what happens to those trees. I have asked the animals. The sparrows fly far and wide
and tell me what they see. They say that the people take the quiver trees to their houses in the
village. What are houses? A village? People seem to live in some sort of caves made out of rocks and
sand. That's what I think.
I have asked Pete Shearer when he comes to cut the wool of the sheep. We have known one
another for a long time and Pete sometimes comes to the veld when he has finished his farm work.
He loves the veld, its animals, and trees. I know that he works in the village where he paints people's

houses in beautiful colours. When I ask him what happens to the trees, he hesitates and walks away,
mumbling that people are strange.
Even though he doesn't answer, we are still friends. The meerkats are also my small friends when
they play and run around me. Actually, they tire me with all their noisy activity. So when they go
somewhere else to play, I am happy because then it's quiet and I can rest.
I can see many quiver trees from where I stand. There's also another sort of tree with thorns nearby.
He has had a few branches broken off when damaged by a storm. So now he doesn't look good
anymore. The sparrows and the other birds come and pick his branches. They make a lot of noise. It
makes me very sad to look at the old tree.
xxxxxxxxxxxxx
Then something very bad happens. The rain pours down throughout the night and my roots start to
lose their grip in the mud. It feels like once before, a long time ago, when the ground shook and we
all got scared. I slip and fall! My branches and leaves are now on the ground and my roots are in the
air. I must look silly. I cannot move. I am really scared, just like back then in my youth when the
springbok damaged my trunk. I lie like this all night.
But then I calm down. I know that the earth will look after me. When the sun comes up, I look
around and wonder if I will grow sidewards from now after my nasty fall? I would like to be upright,
but I should realise that from now on I will grow like this.
Then I see two of the men who always come to take away quiver trees. I feel better now because I
think they are going to help me get upright again. I can see they carry one of those noisy things they
use to cut the tree trunks before they take them away to the village.
They look at my beautiful leaves and say that I cannot be in the way like that. They grab the noisy
thing and cut my trunk in two, just above my wound. I no longer have roots. How odd this feels! For
the very first time, I have no roots. It's as if I cannot breathe well anymore.
Then they carry me away. They have a hard time carrying me because I have many leafy branches.
While this happens, I take a good look around. I see the entire forest for the first time and trees that
I have never met before. Now we are in the grassy veld. They drag me to a strange-looking thing
made of stone and wood. Suddenly I realise that this must be one of those village houses. I have
never been in a house before.
They carry me inside. Here there's a lot less light and it feels like a cave. They squeeze my trunk into
something to make me stand upright. More people come to look at me. They all seem so happy to
see me. I am not quite sure what they say. They speak so fast and use so many words. They are noisy
and they laugh. They hang strange objects on my branches. Some of the objects look like some sort
of golden fruit that I don't know, but some of the things I do not recognise at all. It's all beautiful to
me. Then they all go away and leave me in the darkness. I can still hear their noise from the other
end of the cave. I can hear the voices of happy children, too. I stand like this alone for a long time.
Then a man quietly comes to where I stand. For a moment I see light, but then he closes off the cave
again. He stands next to me and makes a quick movement with his hand. Now there's a small light in

his hand. It looks like a flame. Trees don't like flames and fire. Is he going to set me alight? I get very
scared and I freeze with fright because now he lights the small white things on my branches. All the
shiny things on my branches now shine brightly in the light. I stand very still because I am afraid I
might set myself alight if I move. All those small flames scare me!
Then people open the cave and light pours in. A lot of children come into the cave, too. They make a
ring around me.
I can see how happy the children are to see me. It makes me happy too and I feel how my trunk and
branches become more alive again. I feel that I shine for them as a star over the veld. Even if the
children and the adults cannot see this, I now see something very beautiful. There are angels all
around us. They join the hands of the children and the adults who sing while they walk hand in hand
around me. They all look at me.
They then hug and wish one another a Merry Christmas.
I ask one of the angels what is going on.
The angels say it is Christmas and that is why we are all happy.
Merry Christmas!

